MIDDLEWARE PLATFORM
MIGRATION SERVICES
CROSSING OVER TO SMARTER
BUSINESS INTEGRATION

Overview
Are you looking to simplify and standardize your middleware
environment? Are you looking at cutting down on your TCO
by moving to a different middleware platform? Whether it’s
the lack of flexibility offered by your current legacy platform or
the cost advantage of switching to an open source platform,
choosing the right middleware migration solution is a vital step
of the process.
Middleware platforms are fundamental to your enterprise’s IT
infrastructure landscape. But with various solution vendors
offering a multitude of platforms to choose from, how do you
decide which one is the right fit for your organization? In a
landscape that is continuously transforming and evolving, you
need a well-equipped partner to enable you to leverage next
generation middleware solutions.

Initial
• High cost of
licensing and
support
• High dependency
on hardware and
software vendors
• Changes in
infrastructure are
costly and time
consuming

Active
• Legacy products
reaching end-of-life
• Existing platform
not able to support
new hardware
• Company-wide
adoption of P2V
initiative

Mphasis follows a structured and systematic approach that
along with the standards, methodologies, tools and processes
we bring to the table, helps you prudently decide on the correct
solution for your enterprise that fits your IT budget.
There has been a marked increase in the adoption of
open-source platforms over the past few years as enterprises
look to move away from high cost proprietary platforms.
Besides saving license fees, enterprises also benefit from
higher flexibility and a lack of vendor lock-in that comes with
choosing an open-source platform like Linux. Furthermore, the
strong push towards virtualization being felt by enterprises is
another reason for them to adopt a ‘Legacy to Linux’ migration
strategy as most of the Cloud environment is hosted on Linux.

Measured
• Rapid consolidation
of work
• Shorter system
deployment time
• Higher availability
and less
maintenance

Migrate
• Legacy platforms
migrated to modern
environments
• No EOL constraints
or vendor-related
risks
• Trained end-users
familiar with new
migrated system

Why migrate to Linux?

Lower operating
expenditure and
increase return on
investment

Reduce
time-to-market and
improve application
migration timelines

Leverage new
technologies and
adapt to changing
requirements faster

Increase your
choice of
hardware/software
peripherals and
avoid end-of-life
risks

Success stories

Client

Problem
statement

Solution
provided

Business value
delivered

Mphasis helps a large financial services
company in the US upgrade their middleware
platform

Large multinational German automotive
manufacturer brings aboard Mphasis to
consolidate and optimize their middleware
environment

• Business not able to utilize latest features provided
by latest product levels
• High hardware and OEM vendor support cost.
• Requirement to have Single Sign On (SSO)
implemented across all the environments
• End-of-life and vendor support challenges

• High licensing and support costs due to its diverse
technology environment, spanning a variety of
proprietary platforms
• Critical IT infrastructure operations in Singapore
ran at operating costs of more than $15 million

We kicked off our engagement with a thorough
assessment of the existing environment and
ensured faster and error free execution through the
use of our automation artifacts. Our team
customized the scripts to eliminate platform specific
dependencies and created parallel environments for
lower downtime.

Mphasis provided the client a cost effective cross
platform migration solution and facilitated moving
their data center from one vendor to another for cost
optimization. We built the new platform and
deployed the new servers along with the design
data, configuration and security setup.

• Improved application performance response time
by 40%
• Reduced overall implementation time by 33%

• Outage free and error free migration process
• Significantly reduced OEM vendor license fees
for client

The Mphasis advantage
Mphasis helps you migrate your middleware platform seamlessly to newer platforms and take advantage of the constantly
innovating and transforming landscape.
• Our proven track record of successful migration for various middleware technologies across a variety of industries
• We are among the first few in the world to be assessed at CMMI-SVC /3 for IT Infra services
• 650+ automation objects with more than 80 of the artefacts dedicated solely to middleware migration automation, facilitating
faster migration
• Our vendor agnostic solution approach helps you avoid lock-in and keep your infrastructure agile and flexible
• With automation at the heart of our framework, we deliver substantial cost and effort savings to your migration efforts
The ecosystem of tools that is built around the core framework helps you effectively manage your middleware environment

DeployMe:

ConfigCrawler:

75% reduction
in application
deployment time

Utility for faster discovery of
existing configuration; helps
improve migrations speed
by 40%

MWDoc:

AutoMoWe:

Self-healing tool
for housekeeping
checks of
middleware estate

Automated scripts
for faster and error
free execution of
configuration migration

Middleware Services

Unleashing Predictable Certainty
Challenges

Adapting to
changing
technology
requirements

Leveraging
automation to
reduce operating
expenditure

Improving
time-to-market

Increasing choice of
hardware/software,
peripherals

Leveraging Cloud to
improve cost
efficiencies

Mphasis Middleware offerings
Middleware migration
services

Automate your
daily Middleware
layer health checks
through MWDoc, a
homegrown self
healing tool

Managed Middleware
services

Middleware build and
upgrade services

Our
automation
objects

DeployMe

ConfigCrawler

AutoMoWe

75%

40%

20%

Reduction in
deployment time

Effort saving in the
discovery phase

Faster and efficient
migration

Mphasis
solution

• Comprehensive assessment and migration
roadmap
• Proof of concept in the test environment
• Automation for faster and error free execution

• Proposed migration plan based on impact
analysis
• Business logic driven application disintegration
• Reconfiguration of critical modules

• 40% application performance improvement
• 33% reduction in overall implementation time

• 70% reduction in overall incidents
• Optimization of vendor license costs

Client

• Middleware infrastructure overload issues
• Frequent restarts causing high downtime

Challenges

Challenges

• High hardware & OEM costs
• Premium support cost for extended support
for older version

Mphasis
solution

Leading automobile company based
in the US

Result

Client

One of world’s seven 'super-major'
Oil & Gas companies based in the UK

Result

Success stories

Our depth
20+

300,000

180+

80+

Middleware
technologies managed

Number of Middleware
instances managed

Certified and trained
resources

Number of Middleware
management innovations
rolled out in past 2 years

About Mphasis
Mphasis is a global technology Services and Solutions company, specializing in areas of Digital and Governance, Risk & Compliance. Our solution
focus and superior human capital propels our partnership with large enterprise customers in their digital transformation journeys, and with global
financial institutions in the conception and execution of their Governance, Risk and Compliance strategies. We strategically focus on next generation
technologies for differentiated solutions, delivering optimized operations for diverse clients.
Contact us on www.mphasis.com
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